The development of this MAVIG ovarian protection is unequalled and fulfills all requirements of the radiology practice. The radiation exposure of the female gonads is significantly lowered without hindering the diagnostic techniques.

**Ovarian Protection RP278**

Extensive tests delivered the basis for the size and positional relationship between the fixation point “Spinae iliacae anteriores” and the ovarian protection applied.

The two radiolucent control marks ensure correct and uncomplicated fixation.

The shield is adjustable by means of two swivelling parts which allow fine adjustment.

A complete set (all 3 sizes) enables the best possible protection for all your patients.

Of course, the RP278 is easy to clean and to disinfect.

---

Most testicular pouches are either too tight or too loose. Older versions with hinges have an inherent acute danger of crushing.

Putting them on is often difficult or incomprehensible for the patients and the hygienic properties are insufficient.

MAVIG proves that there are other ways for testicle protection from the exemplary RP280 series.

**Testicle Protection RP280**

A padded, elastic case clasp ensures a safe and correct fit with gentle pressure for the duration of the entire test. The rounded edges pose no danger of injury to patients.

Putting on is easy and explained to the patient in one sentence. The skin-friendly coating of the MAVIG RP280 testicular pouches is seamless, offering flawless hygiene inside and out. Cleaning and disinfection are no problem.

Of course, radiation protection is the focus of our product design and with the use of the RP280 series, you can guarantee your patients that perfect protection of the genital area in compliance with all legal specifications is ensured. The penis and scrotum are completely protected with a lead equivalent value of Pb 1.00 mm.

**Material**

Multilayer lead rubber material

**Lead Equivalent Value**

Protection in Pb 1.00 mm

**Sizes**

RP2781 - Large (height 12 cm)
RP2782 - Medium (height 9 cm)
RP2783 - Small (height 7 cm)

Also available as a complete set with all 3 sizes at a lower price (RP278SET)

**Outer Cover / Colour**

Soft PVC cover in light grey colour

---

**Material**

Single-layer lead rubber material based on natural rubber with a skin-friendly coating in grey white colour.

**Lead Equivalent Value**

Protection in Pb 1.00 mm

**Sizes**

RP280M - for men (dimensions approx. 135 x 105 x 60 mm)
RP280K - for boys (dimensions approx. 105 x 85 x 55 mm)

**Outer Cover / Colour**

Natural rubber in grey white colour

**Hygienic Bag**

RP-HYG-CM - Set of 100 units for size men
RP-HYG-CK - Set of 100 units for size boy
RP-HYG-CMk - Set of 100 units each for men and 100 units for boy

**Matching disposable hygienic bags are also available for the RP280 model series.**

---

This model complies with DIN EN 61331-1, DIN EN 61331-3, DIN 6857-1 and the german X-ray ordinance. MAVIG X-ray protective clothing is also certified in accordance with MPG 93/42/EWG (CE/MPG).

MAVIG X-ray protective clothing provides the assurance of fulfilling all applicable legal requirements.
Testicle Protection for Boys/Men RP276
This model for the protection of male gonads also completely covers the penis and scrotum with a lead equivalent value of Pb 1.00 mm. Of course, MAVIG has also taken into account that there must be no danger of injury to the patients from using the protection.

The Velcro fastener gives stability when correctly adjusted. This model series can be unfolded via press studs for cleaning and disinfection.

We also offer matching, disposable hygienic bags.

Testicle Protection for Children RP276-S-SET
Means of patient protection in paediatrics for X-ray images in medical diagnostics

Material
Multilayer lead rubber material with soft PVC cover in light grey colour

Lead Equivalent Value
Protection in Pb 1.00 mm

Sizes
RP276M - for men
(dimensions approx. 155 x 120 x 90 mm)
RP276K - for boys
(dimensions approx. 110 x 90 x 65 mm)

Outer Cover /Colour
Soft PVC cover in light grey colour

Hygienic Bag
RP-HYG-CM - Set of 100 units for size men
RP-HYG-CK - Set of 100 units for size boy
RP-HYG-CMK - Set of 100 units each for men and 100 units for boy

Material
Radiation protective inlay in textile cover made of easy to clean material

Lead Equivalent Value
Protection in Pb 1.00 mm

Sizes
Delivery as a complete set, 3 sizes

Outer Cover /Colour
• Teddy design